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SUMMARY 

 

 Trefoil brooches are becoming increasingly common in the archaeological record, 

and were obviously an important part of the wardrobe of certain Viking Age women. The 

varied and visually complex design of many trefoils and the distinct geographical groupings of 

both specific designs and larger stylistic groups make trefoil brooches a perfect tool to 

explore Early Medieval Scandinavian culture and identity through the lens of women, who 

are often sidelined in the largely male-dominated material and linguistic culture of the Viking 

Age. Due to the scarcity of finds with a dateable context, however, few in depth studies of 

trefoil brooches have been carried out. This thesis, through a combination of large scale 

comparison of different brooch styles and a more in depth analysis of a selection of key 

brooches, explores some possible ways in which we can use trefoil brooch production and 

design to answer questions about wealth distribution, personal and cultural identity, 

population dynamics, and craft production in Early Medieval Scandinavia.  
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1 - INTRODUCTION  

 

 1.1 - Women’s Objects as Cultural Windows 

 

 In the study of Viking Age material culture, the role of women is often difficult to 

define. Many surviving artefacts from that time reflect the male dominated ruling culture, 

depicting scenes of war or celebrating important leaders, and although women are often 

depicted in carvings or sung about in skaldic verses, they rarely appear as living humans, and 

instead represent valkeries, goddesses, and other idealized archetypes (Wilson & Klindt-

Jensen, 1980). The everyday lives of women across all social classes are largely a mystery. This 

is the case for much of history, of course, but in the study of Early Medieval Scandinavia it 

feels particularly critical to close this gap. The time period was one of profound social change 

and cultural mixing. The Viking Age comprises a time when the Scandinavian population was 

on many cultural thresholds, still largely prehistoric as compared to Western Europe with 

runic writing as the only written language for many centuries; in the process of Christianisation 

but with clear evidence of deeply valued pre-Christian beliefs and practices; and experiencing 

a period of increasing geographic and social mobility within Scandinavia and to colonies 

established abroad (Collins, 1991).  

 Undoubtedly, these rapid social changes affected all social groups, both in an individual 

level and across the population. This would not have been a uniform process, Scandinavia is 

large and many villages are even now geographically isolated, and while there is a general 

increase in cultural exchange seen in many different contexts throughout the Viking Age, it is 

highly likely that the majority of the population lived on a very small scale, with a limited 

population of immigrants and mobile traders, and artisans who were responsible for much of 

this exchange of ideas, in addition to warriors who would bring back hoards from raids or 

war. It is believed that most people belonging to these populations, aside from immigrants, 
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were men. Most women, especially those outside the upper class, most likely rarely if ever 

left the area of their birth. Although cultural exchange happens in many contexts, the scarce 

written record from the Viking Age means that material culture is the main source of evidence 

we have for how this exchange occurred, and how the average Viking Age woman would have 

responded to this influx of new ideas. As influence and societal change does not happen 

uniformly across culture, it is likely that different populations of women were affected and 

influenced in different ways, and that even individuals in the same village may have been more 

or less receptive to new trends and beliefs, and may have used their personal items to reflect 

this (Collins, 1991; Pierce, 2016). 

 In light of the lack of female visibility in the larger corpus of Viking Age material, it 

becomes necessary to carry out detailed research on cultural artefacts specifically associated 

with women, especially items large and complex enough to reveal information about design 

trends and symbology among Viking Age women’s personal items. Although worn by both 

men and women in the Viking Age, jewellery was still primarily a female accessory. Brooches 

in particular were popular in many different styles, one of the most popular of which was the 

trefoil brooch. Trefoil brooches are in many ways an ideal window through which to view 

Viking Age culture from the perspective of women, as they display many traits that make 

detailed archaeological and art historical analysis possible. They were obviously widely 

popular, and are therefore common across most of the area of Scandinavian influence during 

the Viking Age. They are decorated with complex, varied designs, and even a cursory glance 

at the distribution of styles reveals several obvious trends. The visual motifs depicted on the 

brooch faces vary from complex Scandinavian gripping beast designs to simple geometric 

patterns, which show both direct influence from other brooches, and slow evolution of 

symbols and decorative elements (British Museum Collections; Kershaw, 2009; Maixner, 

2005).  
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1.2 - Methods 

 

 This thesis aims to explore the subject of trefoil brooches in an interdisciplinary 

matter, drawing from archaeology, art history, linguistics, anthropology, and other disciplines 

as needed. This is necessary to study a subject like trefoil brooches, as so many inherently 

pitfalls await the potential researcher. As many of these pitfalls cannot be avoided, such as the 

vague temporal context of the brooches, this thesis will attempt to make no definitely claims 

about the origins or functions of trefoil brooches within the Viking Age but will use a 

combination of large scale comparison of brooch types found in various geographic areas and 

a close analysis of several brooches with particular symbolism to examine a number of ways 

in which these brooches could have been important to Early Medieval Scandinavian 

populations, particularly those with a strongly held Norwegian identity. 

 First, this thesis will outline a number of current theories regarding the function of 

trefoil brooches, and will provide general context for the world in which trefoil brooches 

were produced and worn. The second section will outline and discuss the possible functions 

of animals and animal symbolism in the Viking Age, through comparison of trefoil brooch 

design with other important Viking Age symbolic materials .This section will attempt to 

address why trefoil brooches were produced with such specific choices of animals in their 

symbolic language, a trend not found among other common brooch types.  

 The third section will contain a firsthand analysis of trefoil brooch designs, outlining 

large scale trends and both direct and indirect design influence. This section will attempt to 

address the stylistic differences between brooches popular in Norway vs. Southern 

Scandinavia and Britain. Distribution and production methods of different zoomorphic brooch 

types and hybrid types will be discussed and lastly, possible origins for trefoil brooches will be 

discussed.  

 The layout of this paper is designed to narrow focus increasingly throughout. The last 

section, therefore, is a detailed analysis of a selection of trefoil brooch types, viewed in the 

collections of several museums across Britain and Scandinavia. Although high quality 
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photographs can sometimes be the best way to view trefoil brooches, a true understanding 

of the production quality, distinctive decorative and functional features, and size and weight 

of each brooch can only be gained through in person study. For all but one of the important 

brooch types mentioned in this thesis, archaeological line drawings were also produced. Many 

trefoil brooches have lost the majority of their decorative detail over centuries of burial, and 

all but the most high quality examples have at least been rendered more vague. Drawings 

highlighting the basic design of each brooch motif both help the reader understand the brooch 

design. In addition to serving as a visual aid to the reader, the amount of focus required to 

draw many of the brooch motifs aided in my understanding of the intended brooch layout, 

even if details had been lost or obscured. 

 By the end of the three main sections, I hope to have given the reader a good overview 

of the possible social functions and context of zoomorphic trefoil brooches, which in turn can 

further our understanding of life, especially the life of women, in the Viking Age.  
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2 - TREOFOIL BROOCHES IN CONTEXT 

 

 2.1- Many Brooch Types, Many Functions 

 

 Brooches were one of the most popular personal accessories among both men and 

women in the Viking Age. Although trefoil brooches are the focus of this study, they should 

not be considered in a vacuum, as brooches of different styles served similar functions to 

trefoil brooches, and many were likely worn contemporarily with them. Oval brooches, in 

particular, have a strong association with trefoil brooches, and although paired with an oval 

brooch set may be just one of many ways in which trefoil brooches were worn, a general 

overview of style and function of other brooch types is important to note (Hedeager, 1987; 

Wilson & Klindt-Jensen, 1980).  

  Oval brooches are likely the most common Viking Age Scandinavian brooch type, and 

also the most widely studied. They are typically found in sets of two, although early, single 

examples suggest that they were originally worn one at a time. The matching sets were used 

on a typical Scandinavian strap dress, which had two long pieces of cloth extending over the 

Fig. 1 - Oval and trefoil brooches with gripping beast 
designs (own work) 
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shoulders from the back of the bodice to connect to shorter straps in the front. The brooches 

were fixed below each shoulder in order to fasten these straps (British Museum; Graham-

Campbell, 1980). Compared to the trefoil brooches, which are closely associated with Borre 

Style, oval brooches are relatively evenly distributed throughout Viking Age artistic styles. 

Thus, ornamentation varies widely across brooches, although a few obvious trends can be 

seen. Rectangular patterns of four raised animal heads are common, with knot work and 

naturalistic elements in between. Fig. 1, from a brooch in the collection of the British Museum, 

shows an example of a common style of oval of brooch, with raised heads a large eared animal 

intertwined with knot-work and geometric elements. The centre of the brooch shows what 

appears to be a serpent biting its own tail, possibly a reference to the Midgard Serpent. The 

brooch is shown in side relief to highlight raised animal heads and convex shape, and a trefoil 

brooch of one of the most common stylistic types which closely parallels the themes on this 

oval brooch, is included for comparison.  

 Penannular brooches, commonly called Celtic brooches, were found throughout 

Northern Europe during the Viking Age, particularly in Ireland and Celtic areas of Great 

Britain (Glørstad 2012). They were typically decorated with foliate motifs, most popularly 

thistle flowers on the ends of the ring and pin. Although penannular brooches likely originated 

as a practical tool for pinning a cloak, later finds show that they were sometimes worn scaled 

to grandiose proportions, which often detailed designs on the large, flat sides of the ring. Still, 

animal iconography is rare on penannular brooches, with most of the decoration being either 

abstract knot-work or plant themed. However, they have a very complex and interesting 

history, and compared to oval and trefoil brooches may be able to explain much about Nordic 

interactions with the British Isles during the Viking Age. In particular, penannular brooches 

had an apparent change in function and sourcing at the end of the 9th century, which has been 

documented archaeologically. For the span of the ninth century, the brooches appear to have 

been imported from Ireland and are found exclusively in female burial sites. Between 850-

950, workshops appear to have begun production of copies of the Celtic brooches, and the 

brooches themselves appear in male burial sites and other contexts (Glørstad 2012). Studying 
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this evolution in greater depth in comparison to the rise of trefoil brooches as a women’s 

object is a topic in need of further study, but is unfortunately beyond the scope of this thesis.  

 Circle brooches also appear in Early Medieval Scandinavian archaeological sites, 

although they are popular across Europe for large swaths of time, so are difficult to reliably 

link to any culture. In Scandinavia, circle brooches appear to have been used in much the same 

way as trefoil brooches, either to pin an outer cloak or a dress under a strap dress held with 

oval brooches.  

 These three brooch types along with trefoils make up the majority of the total 

brooches from Viking Age Scandinavia. Other styles, such as the horse head brooches and 

bird brooches from Gotland, are endemically common but did not find a wider audience 

around Scandinavia. As the Early Middle Ages progressed, openwork animal brooches typically 

fashioned in Urnes and Ringerike styles, became popular. These were most commonly found 

in Southern Scandinavia, an  interesting contrast to the higher popularity in Northern areas 

seen in trefoil brooch designs (British Museum). Unlike oval, penannular, and trefoil brooches, 

which are somewhat stylistically constrained due to the consistent shape, openwork brooches 

Fig. 2 - Openwork beast brooch, and Celtic penanular brooch 
(own work). 
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are much more freeform, even abstract. An example of an Urnes style openwork animal 

brooch from the British Museum is illustrated above in Fig. 2. These brooches may reflect the 

general trend toward abstraction of traditional designs that seems to influence Viking art, and 

that can be seen on a small scale in evolution of trefoil designs (Maixner, 2005; Wilson, 1980) 

.  

  

 2.2 - Trefoil Brooches as Material Culture 

 

  Brooches are a useful tool to explore Viking Age art from a number of angles. Their 

function as a common household item, especially one associated with women, gives insight 

into daily life in Viking Age Norway in a way that studying weapons, runestones or stave 

church carvings may not. Trefoil brooches in particular are useful both because of their 

ubiquity, and because their unusual shape forced the creators to be very clever with their 

designs, which can help with our ability to derive meaning from them. Brooches appear to 

have occupied a place in Viking Age society that was both very personal and very 

commonplace, and trefoil brooches may have been especially important. They were primarily 

used as a fastener for an outer cloak, with two, often matching, oval brooches used to fasten 

the clothing beneath. Because of this, it has been suggested that trefoil brooches could act 

both as a practical item outdoors and a social device once the outerwear was removed. 

Archaeologist Michael Neiß proposed that each trefoil brooch acts as a “puzzle picture," with 

a specific iconographical story made up of symbols, somewhat like the kennings in a skaldic 

poem. This may or may not be true, but the decoration on trefoil brooches is often more 

complex, with more clearly defined themes, than that found on most other Viking Age brooch 

types, and they appear to have remained popular the longest of any brooch type. 

  Large oval “turtle” brooches are perhaps the most widely recognised element of 

Viking Age women’s attire. As they were worn symmetrically on the chest, oval brooches 

were produced in matching sets. Oval and trefoil brooches are often found together, and 

many women were buried wearing both types of brooches; the oval brooches used to pin the 
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shoulder straps of the typical Viking woman’s apron dress, and the trefoil used to pin the neck 

of the shift underneath. The trefoil and oval brooches were typically all made with attachment 

loops on the bottom edge.  These loops have been found attached to remnants of chain or 

cord, evidence that the brooches were attached to chains or beaded strings, both as a 

decorative practice and as a way to link brooches together to prevent loss and/or to suspend 

small tools for easy access (Jennbert, 2011; Kershaw, 2013, Maixner, 2005). This arrangement 

has become the standard image of an early Medieval Scandinavian woman, at least one with 

enough social status and resources to own multiple pieces of large, valuable jewellery. 

However, there are several reasons why this picture is likely not entirely accurate, or at least 

not a reflection of the true diversity of trefoil brooch function. Small, light trefoil brooches 

like most of those found in Denmark could very easily have been used to fasten a dress for 

everyday wear. However, trefoil brooches were produced in a large range of dimensions, and 

the weight and size of many brooches, especially from Norway, would have rendered them 

impractical for use as a closure for a light underdress. Trefoil brooches were also used to pin 

an outer cloak, a practice reflected in use patterns of most other brooch types in Viking Age 

Northern Europe. A large, heavy brooch would have been necessary to close a heavy wool 

cloak, and is a plausible function for the larger trefoil brooches. If these two styles of wear 

were the dominant use of trefoil brooches, it is certainly likely that they were often used at 

the same time as oval brooches (Kershaw, 2013; Maixner, 2005). This does not necessarily 

mean, however, that they were considered a specific set. Even when they are found together, 

trefoil brooches rarely correspond aesthetically to the oval brooches with which they are 

grouped, and the popularity of trefoils and oval brooches do not necessarily match up 

geographically or temporally on anything but a broad scale. In Denmark, where trefoil 

brooches were most widespread, oval brooches appear relatively infrequently, while in 

Norway oval brooches are extremely common, but most trefoils would have been too large 

to wear in the stereotypical symmetrical arrangement. Additionally, the adaptation of a 

reverse pin-fitting on Anglo-Scandinavian brooches in Britain suggest that they were not worn 

in the center of the body where they orientation of the pin would not matter. This almost 
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uniform reversal suggests that the wearer would have been using a certain hand to pin the 

brooch, meaning placement on one standard side of the body was probably common, as would 

be the case with cloak fastenings (Kershaw, 2013; Maixner, 2005). 

 Trefoil brooches were one of the most popular accessories in Viking Age Scandinavia. 

They have been found in grave assemblages, hoards, and other locations throughout Denmark, 

Norway, and Sweden, as well as in Scandinavian settled areas abroad, especially Great Britain. 

Although very common and widely understood as a standard part of Viking Age women’s 

clothing, trefoil brooches long  received little direct academic attention as compared to other 

types of Viking Age metalwork, and even to other types of brooches from that time period. 

They were not entirely ignored; as a very common find in Viking Age excavations, trefoil 

brooches are often discussed in archaeological reports, and used as examples in general books 

about Viking Age art and jewellery (Jennbert, 2011; Kershaw, 2013; Maixer, 2005). These 

reports are helpful in providing a general understanding of trefoil brooch construction and 

use in specific areas, but interpretations of the origin and function of trefoil brooches as a 

material culture in these types of reports are largely speculative, and established conventions 

are rarely challenged. An example of this type of analysis/cataloguing is  This lack of quantifiable 

research regarding trefoil brooches was remedied somewhat by Brigit Maixner in 2005 with 

her catalogue of Scandinavian style trefoil brooches from across northern Europe, which 

established a then-comprehensive system of stylistic classification of known trefoil types, 

recorded frequency, and mapped geographic distribution of finds. This catalogue both aided 

in our understanding of the evolution of Scandinavian trefoil brooches, and opened up many 

new questions to be researched. In the time since that catalogue was published, the frequency 

of trefoil brooch finds has increased dramatically, largely due to reported finds from metal 

detector hobbyists. This increase in available materials, coupled with the data from Maixner’s 

study, calls into question some of the widely accepted theories about trefoil brooches, such 

as their direct association with oval brooches and their sudden appearance in Scandinavia as 

copies of Carolingian sword belt mounts. This section explores both the evidence for these 
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widely held ideas, as well as some contradictions which will be addressed in depth in regard 

to specific brooch types later in this thesis. 

 One of the biggest hurdles to overcome in the study of trefoil brooches is the lack of 

reliable dating for nearly all known finds. The era of widespread popularity of trefoil brooches 

in Scandinavia is thought to have begun in the early ninth century and ended sometime in the 

11th century, and this timeframe is often referenced in discussions of trefoils (Maixner, 2005). 

These dates are largely based on the range of art styles present on the brooches, they're likely 

origins, and on frequency of finds in sites with known dates. Trefoil brooches found in-situ in 

graves, dwellings, and other dateable contexts have typically fit within this timeframe, in the 

instances were absolute dating of artefacts from the same archaeological layer was carried 

out. However, many of these in-situ finds were poorly recorded, excavated before the 

invention of radiocarbon dating, or both, so there is still much room for refinement or even 

total upheaval of the accepted time span of widespread trefoil brooch use (Maixner, 2005; 

Wilson, 1980).  

 In some ways, the influx of new materials makes the study of trefoil brooches more 

difficult, as these types of finds impossible to quantifiably place in a temporal context unless a 

piece of the original garment or other organic material is present and able to be radiocarbon 

dated. This ever growing database of new trefoil brooch finds is regardless very important; 

more finds means that artistic trends can be studied more scientifically, and geographic 

concentrations of certain designs can be better understood. Unlike archaeological 

excavations, which concentrate on a few key sites and typically happen in areas with known 

occupation, metal detector hobbyists exist scattered across the area of Medeival Scandinavian 

influence (Kershaw, 2013). Thus, metal detected brooches represent a more realistic data set 

of stylistic distribution than concentrated excavations, as certain designs appear to be confined 

to certain areas and heavy excavation in one area could skew the appearance of overall 

popularity of a certain brooch type (Maixner, 2005). 
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2.3 Origins of Trefoil Brooches 

 

 The most commonly discussed origin for the trefoil brooch trend places their 

invention in Southern Scandinavia in the early ninth century, when the Carolingian army 

reached the border of Denmark (Maixner, 2005, Smedley & Owles, 1965). A common 

Carolingian accessory was a metal sword belt mount in a three armed shaped, usually 

decorated with a stylised acanthus or other simple foliate or geometric motif. In both 

Scandinavia and Britain, Carolingian mounts have been found that appear to have been 

converted into pins The earliest trefoil brooches from Southern Scandinavia adopted the same 

plant based design motifs as found on the Carolingian mounts. In Denmark, plant based motifs 

remained the dominant type of brooch decoration throughout their period of popularity, 

although a number of different styles arose which incorporated Scandinavian design elements 

such as knot-work vines and stylised Borre beast faces, as well as influences from other 

cultures encountered by the Danes were incorporated into the original continental style 

ornament (Maixner, 2005). In Norway and most of Sweden, relatively few brooches contain 

exclusively foliate ornamentation; instead, trefoils decorated with complex Borre style 

zoomorphic knot-work are dominant, even in early examples. The brooches are typically 

larger than those found in Denmark, allowing more opportunity to carve ornate, complicated 

designs. As in Denmark, Norwegian trefoil brooches were manufactured in a wide range of 

designs, and appear to have been popular for a long period of time. If a single origin as a copy 

of Carolingian sword fittings is to be believed, the first trefoil brooches in Norway would  

likely have been Danish imports, most likely made in the styles popular there (Maixner, 2005). 

The reason for the sudden shift in styles is thus something that should be explored.  

 

2.3 - Trefoil Brooch Production And Practical Function 

 

 Trefoil brooches are one of the most widespread surviving Viking Age decorative 

materials, both in terms of the number of objects that have been recovered, and the huge 
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geographic area in which they are found. As with much of Northern European metalwork 

from this period, trefoil brooches were sometimes cast using rare, expensive materials like 

silver but the vast majority were constructed from a copper alloy, usually bronze but brass 

was also known to be used. Generally, archaeological notes that accompany the artefacts do 

not distinguish between the two, and a difference can only be observed in the most finely 

crafted brooches (Fuglesang, 1982/1987). Brooches at all levels of construction quality have 

been recovered with traces of gilding on the face. Some Scandinavian brooches were also 

lined with tin on the reverse, to prevent clothing from being stained. The brooches usually 

measure about 2-3” in diameter, although a range of different sizes can be seen even across 

small areas. Very large examples do survive especially from Norway, but they do not appear 

to have been designed to an impractical, purely decorative scale as was the case with 

penannular brooches. The decoration varies in style and content, but most examples have a 

pattern repeating on each of the three lobes, which radiate off of a central, symmetrical design 

(Kershaw 2013; Maixner 2005). 

 The construction and design of bronze and other non-ferrous metalwork was a well 

established art in both Scandinavia and the British Isles by the ninth century; had first been 

introduced to the Nordic region more than 2,000 years earlier. By the Viking Age, long-

standing bronze casting workshops appear to have existed throughout the area. Although 

large scale workshops appear to have existed, the process of lost-wax casting, especially of 

small items such as brooches, could have been carried out on a very small scale (Collins ,1981; 

Fuglesang, 1985).  

 Typically, the required equipment for a Viking Age Scandinavian metallurgist would 

have been a hearth, made of stones arranged in a circle or even simply a pit lined with clay. 

This hearth would have been filled with charcoal, and then heat would have been applied by 

way of two bellows. The bellows would be pumped by hand to funnel oxygen directly into 

the burning coals. Experimental archaeology has revealed that even on a small scale, this 

system is able to heat charcoal to the required 1100-1200C required to melt bronze in as 

little as 15 minutes (Short, 1998). The casting materials would have been placed in a stone 
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crucible which was set directly into the heat. These materials could have been newly mined 

copper mixed with various other metals, typically tin. In addition, broken and otherwise 

unused bronze items may have been remelted and recast.  

 Lost wax casting appears to have been the most common non-ferrous metalworking 

technique employed during the Viking Age. An artisan would begin the process of casting a 

new object by first making a model of the desired piece out of a soft material, such as clay or 

wax. This would have been surrounded by the mould material, usually clay tempered with 

sand and/or organic materials such as plant fibers or dung from livestock. The mould was then 

baked around the wax model, and the wax heated and poured out, leaving the void to be filled 

with the molten metal. After the metal cooled, the mould would have been opened to reveal 

the finished piece. This piece could then be used to make more copies of the same item very 

quickly, the metal original would have been pressed into tempered clay, which would have 

been filled with wax to create a new wax model which could in turn be used to make another 

mould. In this way, highly accurate reproductions of finished brooches could have been made 

relatively quickly. A variation on this technique seems to have been occasionally used, in which 

the impression from the first metal object would have been used as the mould, without the 

additional step of creating further wax models. This method would not have preserved fine 

design elements as easily as the lost-wax method, however, as corrections would have had to 

either be made to the metal objects or to the reverse image in the mould, rather than to a 

soft wax model (Jansson, 1981/1985; Fuglesang, 1985). 

  Often, it can be difficult to distinguish provenience of brooches, even beyond their 

typical lack of in-situ context. This is especially true with regard to brooches found outside of 

Scandinavia, which were often produced locally, but also commonly imported from the Nordic 

countries to Scandinavian settlements in other locations. Although art styles can often be an 

indication of possible place of origin, the most reliable technique for determining where a 

brooch was cast is the layout of pins and attachment loops on the reverse. In many instances, 

the pins and other attachments have been lost, but enough examples of brooches, both trefoil 

and other styles, have been preserved with fittings for a number of common layouts to have 
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been determined, usually corresponding to geographic origin of the brooches. This is 

particularly important when examining artefacts from Scandinavian settlements abroad, as 

Scandinavian pin layouts usually differ significantly from their continental and British 

counterparts. For the purpose of this thesis, comparing pin fittings on Scandinavian made 

brooches to those made in the British Isles is of particular interest (Maixner, 2005, Kershaw, 

2009/2013).  

 Most European trefoil brooches, regardless of place of origin, have a pin lug and 

catchplate oriented in such as way as to make the brooch symmetrical when worn, typically 

with one foil pointing straight downwards. Scandinavian made brooches typically have an H-

Fig. 3 - Common ways in which trefoil brooches were worn by 
Scandinavian populations, and the common pin layout 
associated with these styles (own work).  
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shaped pin lug oriented on the upper right arm of the brooch as viewed from the back.  The 

catchplate, which would have held the pin closed during use, is typically on the left arm directly 

across from the pin lug, so the pin would have laid horizontally across the back of the brooch 

while it was worn. This would have allowed the pin to lie symmetrically, and the right-handed 

orientation suggests that it would have been worn on the left side or the center of the chest. 

Scandinavian brooches also typically contain an attachment loop on the back of the brooch, 

or less commonly a hole directly through the brooch face. The typical orientation of this loop, 

on the brooch arm that would have pointed down during use. This loop likely had several 

possible useS, some of which have been determined from well preserved grave sites. Typically, 

it was used to attach ornaments or small tools, or attached to a chain linked to another part 

of the wearer’s outfit, often the oval brooches worn on the shoulders. This was likely 

decorative as well as a protective measure to prevent brooch loss if the pin was to come 

undone (Jannson, 1981; Maixner 2005;  Kershaw 2013).  Diagrams of common ways in which 

trefoil brooche were worn by Scandinavian women, as well as the standard Scandinavian pin, 

catchplate, and attachment ring layout are shown in Fig. 3. Anglo-Saxon brooches produced 

in Britain, in contrast to those from  

Scandinavia, have no attachment loop and the pin lug and catchplate are oriented in the 

opposite direction, with the pin lug on hte left and the catchplate on the right. The reason for 

this is unclear, especially as it would have made the pin more difficult to latch for right handed 

wearers (Kershaw, 2013). Because of this arrangement, it is more likely that if Anglo-Saxon 

brooches were not worn in the center of the garment, they would have been worn on the 

right side. Anglo-Saxon brooches, like other non-Scandinavian European styles, did not include 

an attachment loop; the practice of adding items to hang down from brooches seems to have 

been an endemic Scandinavian design, although examples of Scandinavian style items produced 

elsewhere , including Anglo-Scandinavian examples, continue to retain this feature (Kershaw, 

2013; Maixner, 2005). 

 Anglo-Scandinavian brooches are defined as those which display features of both 

Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian design, both in the imagery on the display surface and the 
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method of construction. Although variation exists, typically Anglo-Scandinavian brooches 

were made with an Anglo-Saxon pin/catchplate layout (pin lug on the left, catchplate on the 

right), in addition to a Scandinavian style attachment loop. It has been suggested that these 

pins were made in this way for use by the native Anglo-Saxon population, perhaps as a way 

to integrate Scandinavian styles into their Anglo-Saxon clothing while still retaining the fitting 

style they would have been accustomed to. Many Anglo-Scandinavian brooches have a 

Scandinavian style attachment loop, which, along with the Scandinavian art styles found on the 

surface, are clear markers of a hybrid style (Smedley and Owles, 1965). 

 In the most basic sense, brooches have a very clear role in Viking Age society. They 

were used to fasten both the inner and outer clothing of women of all social ranks; some 

brooch types were also used by men in a similar way. Brooches are often found both in 

gravesites and in domestic contexts such as houses. However, they are most commonly found 

in plowed fields or by metal detectors, meaning they are no longer in situ and have no 

determinable physical context. For less common types of brooches, it is thus difficult to 

determine of they played a ritualistic role in the lives of Viking women such as part of a burial 

costume, or if they were an item used daily. In contrast, bronze trefoil brooches are 

ubiquitous enough both both geographically and temporally that it seems obvious that they 

were an object worn in daily life. Since exact physical context was unavailable for the majority 

of brooches studied for this thesis, it will not be addressed at length, although it will be noted 

where relevant. 

 

2.4 - Changing Scandinavian Identity 

 

 Trefoil brooches were widely popular during the time of major Scandinavian 

settlement both within Europe and further afield. Trefoil brooches have been recovered in 

Scandinavian settlements in Germany, Russia, and elsewhere, but are especially frequent in 

the British Isles. Outside the Danelaw in northeastern Great Britain, little is known about the 

lives and population dynamics of Scandinavian settlers. Archaeological evidence and historical 
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documents, however, can reveal various levels of both seperation and blending of Scandinavian 

culture and the cultures already in Britian at the time of their arrival.. Given the above 

mentioned case of pin layout, it appears that trefoil brooches were a part of this mixing of 

identities. The following gives overview of other examples of evidence of Scandinavian and 

Anglo-Scandinavian products in Great Britain, many of which suggest both the retention of 

Scandinavian identity as well as the emergence of a new,  Anglo-Scandinavian  identity. 

 When considering how Nordic identity was expressed in Great Britain, it is important 

to consider what the settlers would have valued from their life in Scandinavia, and what would 

have been the most difficult parts of British life to adjust to.  At the time of the first 

Scandinavian settlements in Britain, Scandinavian paganism was still the dominant religion in 

the Nordic region. The British Isles, on the other hand, had largely been converted to 

Christianity (Collins 168-170). The interplay of these two faiths was likely one of the most 

important aspects of Nordic-British interaction at the time of settlement. Stone sculpture is 

the ideal lens through which to study this for a number of reasons. Before the first Jelling 

stone was carved in 983-985 AD, no stone sculptures of any kind appear to have existed on 

the Scandinavian mainland. Britain, meanwhile, had a rich tradition of stone carving, which, 

after the Viking invasions began to transform into Nordic settlements, began to show clear 

Scandinavian influence in terms of ornamentation (Bailey 76-77). The Scandinavian influenced 

stone sculptures can be broadly separated into three groups; Christian monuments with 

Scandinavian style decorative elements, monuments combining specific Christian and pagan 

iconography into a single carving, and carving that appears to have been specific to Anglo-

Scandinavian populations such as hogbacks.  

 The first of these three styles is perhaps the most straightforward, as Christian 

iconography is relatively easy to identify, and because such a large number of artefacts exists. 

The Crucifixion is the most common theme of most of these sculptures, either reflected in 

the cross shape of the monuments themselves, or carved in relief on the surface of 

monuments with other shapes. Other, less common iconography includes the Annunciation, 

the Fall of Man, the Sacrifice, and Doomsday. Typically, these scenes are decorated with knot-
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work as well as other clearly Christian themes such as evangelist symbols and angels (Bailey 

143,150-159).  Despite their ubiquitousness, though, purely Christian sculptures are perhaps 

the most difficult to relate to Scandinavian settlers, as their influence only appears in small 

changes to decorative style, such as less precise knot-work geometry and the addition of 

naturalistic elements, that are typically associated with Scandinavian decorative art from the 

Early Medieval period. However, it is unclear if this was an intentional choice or simply a 

natural shift in trends. Thus, the latter two sculptural groupings will be discussed in more 

depth.  

 Sculptures with combined Christian and Scandinavian pagan iconography are much 

more difficult to positively identify, as Scandinavian beliefs were similar in many ways to Anglo-

Saxon paganism, and many traditions had been kept and transformed into Christian myths as 

Britain was converted. However, when such a work can be found, it provides a invaluable 

perspective on the interplay of Christianity and paganism in Viking Age Britain.   

 Two of the most commonly seen pagan legends on British sculpture from the time are 

those of Wayland the Smith and Sigurd the Volsung. These stories have distinct elements in 

their representation, blacksmithing equipment for the former and a dragon for the latter, so 

they are reasonably easy to identify. However, they were both known to Anglo-Saxons well 

before the Viking invasions began, and had already begun to be absorbed into Christian myth 

so their inclusion on Viking Age stone sculpture does not necessarily prove that Christians 

and pagans were working together (Bailey 103, 116-117).  

 Luckily, other sculptures exist that show Christian scenes alongside obviously 

Scandinavian mythology. The most famous example of this is probably the Gosforth Cross. 

This large, particularly graceful stone cross is located in Gosforth, Cumbria. As would be 

expected on such a monument, it depicts scenes from the Crucifixion near the bottom of one 

side. The rest of the cross, on the other hand, depicts a number of scenes clearly taken from 

Norse mythology, such as bound Loki, Heimdallr with his horn, Viðar in a struggle with the 

legendary wolf Fenrir, and Thor attempting to catch the Midgard Serpent. Together, these 

carvings appear to be depicting Ragnarök, the Old Norse equivalent of the apocalypse, in 
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which the god are defeated and the world in plunged into water (Bailey 127-130). The 

inclusion of powerful, important scenes from both Christian and Norse mythology on this 

and similar makes it clear that the two religions did not stay completely separate after the 

Scandinavian settlements began. There could be several reasons for this. Christian traditions 

were much less concrete in the early days of the church than they are today, so it is possible 

that the two faiths, along with the old Anglo-Saxon pagan beliefs, were evolving naturally and 

that artists did not view the religions as completely separate, but simply chose the iconography 

that would most accurately convey a certain emotion or lesson (Bailey 143). Alternately, it 

may be that Christian leaders intentionally included elements of pagan belief into their 

sculpture, to make the new religion seem more accessible and familiar to the new immigrants. 

To determine this, one would have to determine the identity and background of the sculptor, 

which is unlikely. Regardless, it is appears that the Scandinavian immigrants on the first 

centuries of Viking settlement began to embrace a faith that was not quite Christianity, but 

not quite their historic Scandinavian pagan faith.   

 The final group of Viking Age British sculptures are those that have no visible Anglo-

Saxon or other British influence, the hogbacks. These sculptures were large, often measuring 

over 4 feet long, and were distinctively building shaped. They have been found scattered 

throughout Britain, but were by far the most common in the Danelaw. The hogbacks can be 

divided into two main categories, the Warriors Tomb and the Brompton style. The Warriors 

Tomb style typically looks very much like a type of Iron Age Scandinavian house, tall and long, 

with a distinctly pointed roof. Triangular “tiles” were often carved on the triangular upper 

portion on the hogback, further giving the impression of a roof. The Brompton style is typically 

smaller and less obviously house shaped. Brompton hogbacks are instead characterised by the 

massive “end beasts”. In their most impressive manifestation, these creatures were carved on 

either end of the main body, usually with limbs gripping around the sides of the sculpture and 

the head positioned over the top of the roof. On these hogbacks, the beasts sometimes engulf 

almost the entire surface of the sculpture. Other Brompton style hogbacks have less obvious 

end beasts, on some the creatures are marked only by a pair of eyes looking out from a 
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slightly raised ridge. Within the two main categories, several sub-categories can be 

determined; some hogbacks depict scenes from Norse mythology, others have Borre-style 

ring chain ornamentation, and some show other types of Viking age decorative art (Bailey 85-

97).  

 The hogbacks are important for several reasons, the first being their somewhat 

extreme geographic and temporal isolation. They are found almost exclusively in Northern 

England, with some styles only existing in areas of a few dozen square miles. Those from 

outside Northern England were also found in Great Britain, all in areas of likely Viking 

settlement. Importantly, no hogbacks have ever been found in Scandinavia. Despite this, their 

link to Scandinavian culture is obvious. Although the general resemblance to Scandinavian 

building styles is typically upheld as the key evidence that the hogbacks were built by Nordic 

people, even more compelling evidence can be found in the decorative carvings, which 

followed exclusively Scandinavian stylistic trends, and include scenes from Old Norse 

mythology but no identifiable Christian elements. The function of the hogbacks is still open 

to debate, but the most accepted explanation is that they were grave markers (Bailey 85-100). 

 Hogbacks are unique in that they are one of the few pieces of physical evidence of not 

only the presence of Scandinavian culture in Britain, but of a distinctly Anglo-Scandinavian 

identity. Evidence of building shaped shrines, typically built from metal or wood and smaller 

than the hogbacks, can be found throughout pre-Viking Britain, suggesting that the creators 

of the hogbacks took some inspiration from the artistic styles of their adopted home. 

However, the exclusive use of Scandinavian decorative and mythological elements makes it 

clear that the sculptors were drawing primarily on the art of their homeland. The end beasts 

are further evidence of this. Although their origin is somewhat mysterious, they are likely 

reflecting the Scandinavian trend of animal carvings on building gable ends and other 

constructions (Bailey 94-95, 97). Since the hogbacks have no parallel in Scandinavia, it is clear 

that the use of Scandinavian ornamental elements was a conscious design choice in the process 

of creating a new type of object. 
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 Archaeological evidence is not the only source available when determining the ways 

in which Scandinavians influenced/were influenced by the culture in Britain. Both place names 

and references in texts such as the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle can give us important information. 

Texts in particular can give a good overview of the larger cultural events at play throughout 

the time of Scandinavian settlement, which is a useful contrast to archaeology, as material 

culture is most useful in this context when determining how identity was expressed in smaller 

cultural groups, or even on an individual level, rather than large scale political or cultural 

events.  

 Although place names can be used to determine a variety of different things about the 

people who invented them, for the purpose of this paper the focus will be specifically on place 

names that either show a a clear link to specific parts of Scandinavian culture that the 

immigrants may have been trying to preserve, or that can be interpreted in a way that suggests 

systematic cultural blending between Scandinavians and natives, which may be evidence of a 

distinct Anglo-Scandinavian identity. The most common place naming practice fitting the latter 

category was what is referred to as the Grimston-hybrid group, characterised by the use of 

the Old English word tun, meaning farm, with a Scandinavian personal name. Another common 

way in which early Scandinavian influence can be seen in British place names is in the use of 

the suffix -by and later -thorp, both Old Norse words indicating a village or settlement. These 

name elements, however, are typically not seen combined with Old English or Celtic names, 

implying that they were used for new settlements established directly by Scandinavians. The 

names from the Grimston-hybrid group, in contrast, are typically found in areas where there 

is evidence that settlements already existed in the pre-Viking period (Fellows-Jensen 1992: 

106-109). This suggests that when Scandinavians moved to a settled area, they influenced the 

culture to come degree, but not so much that the Anglo-Saxon influence was lost. The 

systematic nature of the naming system could be a sign that the linguistic blending was done 

intentionally, to signify a settlement with both Anglo-Saxon and Nordic inhabitants, or with 

Anglicised Scandinavians.  
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 It may also be useful to view the place names in reference to the place names in the 

settlers homeland, in this case primarily Denmark and Norway. There are several ways in 

which settlers can reuse a name from their place of origin; the most obvious being direct 

translation of the name to a settlement with similar features. Cambridge, Massachusetts, for 

example was named after Cambridge, UK, and they are both home to important universities. 

There is little to no evidence of this in Scandinavian settlements in Britain, and even cases of 

reusing a name without regard to physical similarities is very rare (Fellows-Jensen 1977: 133-

135). One possible example of this in the North Riding of Yorkshire, part of the Danelaw, 

where there exists two towns called Upsall, and one called Upsland. One possible source for 

these names could be the Swedish city of Uppsala. Uppsala was one of the most important 

pagan cult centres in Scandinavia at the time, so the name likely would have been widely 

known as well as particularly meaningful. Although no evidence of cult practices has been 

found in any of the Yorkshire towns, choosing a name with religious significance may have 

been a way for the Nordic settlers to express their faith in their new homeland (Fellows-

Jensen 1977: 133-134). There are of course other possibilities for the origins of these town 

names, but it should be noted that the lack of known evidence for cult practices in the area 

does not necessarily mean it did not exist. Even in their likely namesake, Uppsala, the 

archaeological evidence for the Temple of Uppsala is very scant despite extensive excavations. 

Evidence for the temple’s existence and function comes primarily from historical texts and 

artwork, much of which was made centuries after the temple is thought to have existed 

(Davidson 17, 51, 191). No such sources exist to indicate religious practices in the Yorkshire 

towns, but the lack of evidence does definitively mean that cult sites did not exist in the area. 

A more concrete example of Scandinavian paganism appearing in place names in the Danelaw 

can also be found in North Yorkshire. An isolated hill in the edge of the Yorkshire Moors was 

historically called Ódinsberg, or Odin’s Hill. This is an obvious reference to the Norse god, 

and perhaps the only clear example of a place name with Scandinavian pagan origins in the 

Danelaw (Fellows-Jensen 1977: 135-136). In order to determine what the lack of Scandinavian 

pagan place names in Britain means in terms of identity, it is necessary to consider what the 
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motivation for using a certain place name would have been. Simply because few Scandinavian 

pagan place names exist now in the Danelaw does not necessarily mean they never did. It may 

have been the case that Scandinavian settlers did not consider places in Britain to be religiously 

sacred, and thus did not give them mythological names. Or it may be that the native British, 

who were already largely Christian, were more willing to use Scandinavian names if they did 

not contradict their own religious beliefs, so pagan names never became the most common 

term for a place and thus were lost to history.  

 When viewed in light of these examples, it becomes clear that even on a cultural scale, 

mixing of Scandinavian and local practices likely happened throughout the areas of settlement.  

With regard to personal items like trefoil brooches, this blending was unlikely to have 

happened evenly. While whole areas could be designated more or less Scandinavian by use of 

place names and sculptural traditions, as small, portable items with both practical and symbolic 

significance trefoil brooch designs were likely chosen for more personal symbolic  reasons. 

Yet as a prominent part of a woman’s outerwear, brooch choice undoubtedly reflected the 

wearer’s identity and social standing to the wider world. Although the vast majority of trefoil 

brooches found in Britain follow Danish/Carolingian design conventions (Maixner, 2005), the 

number of zoomorphic brooches found and the evidence of new animal styles being created 

in Britain suggests that for at least some of the population of Early Medieval Britain,  presenting 

oneself as overtly Scandinavian was desirable 
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3 - ZOOMORPHIC BROOCHES AND ANIMAL SYMBOLISM 

 

 3.1 -  Animals in Scandinavian Tradition 

 

 The relationship of humans to nature, or whether a general distinction is even made 

between the two in a given population is key to understanding their artistic choices, visual 

and otherwise. This is particularly true in early Medieval Scandinavia, as they produced little 

written record, but left very large corpus of art, much of which depicts plants and animals 

both domestic and wild, both representationally and as part of elaborate, fantastical designs 

that may have originally served as visual metaphors (Bintley & Williams, 2015). The geography 

of northern Scandinavia almost precludes this; ocean crossings and long distances separated 

Norway/Sweden from the rest of Europe, which allowed a pre-Christian worldview to persist 

there much longer than the rest of the continent. Although little is known about the exact 

nature of these beliefs, animals and nature likely played a large role in Viking Age ritual 

practices in Norway. The rugged landscape and harsh weather in Northern Scandinavia meant 

that a good relationship with whatever forces they believed to control nature was critical, and 

that life was intimately tied to conditions beyond the control of the human population 

(Davidson, 1990; Haywood, 1995). Unsurprisingly, animals played a significant role in this; 

evidence of a close relationship between humans and animals can be seen in archaeological 

sites across Scandinavia starting in at least 7000 BC Relatively little archaeological material has 

been found dating to before the Iron Age in Scandinavia. Luckily, one of the few things found 

in abundance is rock art, which can be found dating to almost every period back to the 

Palaeolithic. Although most of this art is much more simplistic than the elaborate knot-work 

of Viking Age decoration, clear influences can be seen. Admittedly, imagery involving animals 

and other naturalistic elements is a common feature of rock art across the world, but specific 

similarities can be seen between Viking Age design and earlier art styles; most notably the use 

of  symmetrical geometric patterns, especially circles, and the integration of both human and 

animal figures with these patterns. A high level of symmetry, circular motifs, and stylised animal 
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forms are arguably the three most important features of Viking Age animal art (Jennbert, 

2010/2011; Wilson, 1980) 

 Their have also been examples found of masks and other ritual objects made with 

animal bones, and burials with elaborate arrangements of boars’ teeth on certain parts of the 

body. Although all of these examples date to well before the brooches discussed in this paper, 

the last find is particularly interesting because the teeth appeared almost exclusively in female 

burials. Aside from hunting scenes and horse imagery on objects associated with battle, a 

particularly close relationship between women and animal imagery is a common theme in 

most ancient Scandinavian cultures where there is enough evidence to make a determination. 

Although there could be multiple explanations for this, it seems likely that women in the pre-

Christian Scandinavian mind were thought to have some kind of special relationship with 

nature, wild animals in particular. This idea appears to be reflected in zoomorphic trefoil 

brooch designs; although specific animal species are rarely clear, there are few examples that 

could be said to be domestic animals. The classic Borre style gripping beast, from which the 

majority of zoomorphic iconography was drawn, is clearly some kind of mammal, perhaps a 

bear, cat, wolf or some combination of multiple creatures. In some examples, the body 

appears serpent-like, and birds are a feature of some less common trefoil brooch designs. 

Few if any known Scandinavian trefoil brooch designs feature domestic animals, and most 

seem to represent predators with strong symbolic meaning in the larger context of the Viking 

Age (Bintley and Williams, 2015; Hedegear, 1987; Jennbert 2010; Maixner, 2005).  

 This is noteworthy particularly in contrast to the design of oval brooches, and to other 

types of metalwork. Oval brooches often feature what are clearly horses in their design and 

occasionally human forms, with wild animal motifs being relatively uncommon (Hedegear, 

1987; Jennbert, 2011). As they represent the only brooch type as indicative of Scandinavian 

culture and as widespread as trefoil brooches, and as most other widespread brooch types 

are found with both wild and domestic animal motifs, this divide seems to suggest that brooch 

makers specifically chose to include a certain category of animals on trefoil brooches. The 

animals depicted appear to be almost uniformly vague in terms of species, as well. While other 
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brooch categories contain examples of animal imagery with clear real world analogues, almost 

every trefoil creature appears to have elements of different real world animals, with most 

being a mixture of mammal and snake. This limited range of iconography, despite a wide 

diversity of designs, suggests that at least the original designs had a specific symbolic function 

(Bintley & Williams, 2015; Maixner, 2005). Animal symbolism was very common during the 

Viking Age, and has been widely studied, so comparing trefoil brooch iconography with animal 

symbols with more known cultural context may be helpful in providing the brooches with 

their own such context.    

  

3.2 - Relationship to Poetry  

 

 Several authors have suggested a connection between the kennings found in Skaldic 

poetry and the arrangement of bound limbs, hybridisation of different animals, and other 

common features trefoil brooch design (Bintley & Williams, 2015; Neiß, 2013). Kennings were 

descriptive metaphors used to invoke specific imagery about places or things in the Vikings 

world, and could be very complex with multiple layers of implied meaning, which would have 

been familiar to the Viking Age listener. These metaphors often included animals, particularly 

horses and birds, but a wide range of species can be found populating this symbolic world. A 

gruesome battle might be described as a “wolves’ feast,” while human arms were referred to 

by names like “falcon perches,” “hawk slope,” “hawk’s land” or “hawk-fells”. The sea was 

understandably described using a huge variety of kennings, depending on the context in which 

it is being invoked. This includes a number of animal related names, such as “eel land,” “fish 

trail,” “fishing bank,” “lobster’s path,” “red fish’s dwelling,” “mackerel’s seat,” “land of fish,” 

“house of seaweed,”  or “land of seabirds”. Less grandiose objects also regularly received 

animal kennings; sausages could be “pot snakes” (Bintley & Williams, 2015;  Gade, 2009; 

Jennbert, 2011).  

 This list is just an example of a few of the animal themed kennings that have been 

found, but it is clear that Viking age people closely observed and related to the habits of 
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animals, especially snakes (particularly in reference to swords), horses (particularly in 

reference to ships), birds, and carnivorous mammals like bears and wolves. Fish and other 

ocean life appeared when describing the sea, but not regularly in other contexts (Bintley & 

Williams, 2015).   

 As the main animal depicted on zoomorphic trefoil brooches looks remarkably canine, 

the association of wolves with women is notable. Wolves are often described as the horses 

of troll-women and giantesses; flestan hest flagds, jor svoru, and hesta gifrs are just three 

examples, all very similar kennings translated as “many a horse of the troll woman," “the horse 

of the troll-woman," and “of the horses of the troll-woman”. Reference to specific troll 

women riding wolves is also made; in Erfikvæði about Magnús berfœttr 1, “faxa Imdar” translates 

to “of Imd’s steed," and is believed to refer to a wolf. Kennings about troll-women them are 

not the only way in which wolves are depicted in a feminine context in skaldic poetry. The 

she-wolf is a common theme, as are references to the offspring of wolves either specifically 

or generally (Gade, 2009; Jennbert, 2011; McKurk, 2012).  

 Aside from the obvious parallels found in the use of animal imagery in both Viking Age 

writing and art, there are other clues to be found in the kennings as to to the symbolism of 

gripping beast artwork, and to brooches in particular. Reference to gripping, hands, and 

holding are common, the phrase “grip’s beast” is even used to describe the palm. The concept 

of rings and circularity also appears often in kennings, as do clearly defined rings in the knot-

work bodies of most common trefoil brooch types. Although these parallels alone certainly 

do not prove that the symbolic language of trefoil brooches was as complex as that of 

kennings, the appearance of similar common themes suggest at least that specific symbolism 

guided the design of many trefoil brooches, which must have appealed to the Norwegian 

population, as the most highly symbolic brooches are by far the most popular designs there 

(Jennbert, 2011; Neiß, 2013).  An analysis of a single, visually complex brooch from Gotland 

by Michael Neiß provides a possible analogue for ways in which trefoil iconography can be 

understood in relationship to poetry.  The brooch, a large silver disc with a knotwork design 

of deveral integrated human and animal faces is interpreted as a “puzzle picture”, a complex 
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visual metaphor which, like a listener attempting to understand a poetic kenning, would take 

concentration and thought to really understand. Neiß gives five main reasons for this;  

 

 “1. The production process behind puzzle pictures shows structural parallels with skaldic 

poetry. In both arts, a true master is supposed to weave a number of motifs (= kennings/puzzle 

pictures) into a narrow frame (= metre/the baroque-shaped brooch) without overstepping its 

boundaries. 

 

2.  Like the skald, a silver caster knew the art of borrowing motifs from elsewhere within 

contemporary art and bringing these together in a new composition. 

 

3.  Like the audience of the skald, the beholders of puzzle pictures had to sharpen their senses 

in order to solve the rebuses. The intellectual challenge is to continually deduce new motifs, 

step by step and on an increasing level of abstraction. 

 

4.  The interaction between poetic and visual art within the oral culture of the Viking Age is 

indicated by the skalds mentioned above, who let themselves be inspired by 

pictures. 

 

5 The terms of production of poetic and visual art are similar in the sense that real 

masterpieces can be commissioned by the leading classes of society.” (Neiß, 2009, 2012) 

 

 In addition to providing clues about the way in which different animals were viewed 

in the Viking Age mind, kennings about brooches indicate that they were both a common and 

notable part of the stereotypical Viking Age woman, even at the time.  

Kennings about women often refer to their styles of dress, and often reference was made to 

brooches in particular. Names like “brooch bearer” and “brooch bed” may just be a physical 

descriptor, as brooches were one of the most common wearable decorative items in the 

Viking Age. However, most kennings do not appear to have been a simple physical metaphor, 

but an attempt to describe a place or object in such a way to invoke certain meaning or feeling 

(Neiß, 2013). Thus, the poet’s choice to include brooches in these metaphors is a good 

indication that brooches had a particular function in Viking Age society beyond simply fashion. 

The choice to wear a brooch, or the images depicted on it, must have conveyed some specific 
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message to other members of society, either about the wearer herself or her place within 

that society. 

 

 3.2 - Status vs. Symbol 

 

 Although individual trefoil brooches may depict animals more or less resembling 

various real life specie, the most common, triangular headed beast cannot realistically be 

identified by looks alone. This is especially true if the various versions of this motif were, at 

least at first, meant to all represent the same symbolic creature. The face shape, rounded 

ears, curved tail and paw like gripping hands suggest that it is a mammal, and the body layout 

of the less dramatically deformed examples resembled the natural morphology of commonly 

featured predators in Viking Age art, such as bears and wolves. It could also, however, be 

meant to represent a domestic dog.  

 Kristina Jennbert has written about the use of certain domestic animals and depictions 

of these animals to denote high status, and the ways in which domestic animals formed a 

connection between the human world and the world of the gods. She argues that horses, 

falcons, and greyhounds in particular were considered elite  animals during the Viking Age, 

and more importantly were actively used by people of high status in order to convey their 

societal position. The first two of these animals are represented to a great extent in Viking 

Age brooches in general. Dogs are also widely represented on Viking Age art, and it seems 

reasonable that, if found in the right context, many of the abstract mammal-like creatures 

seen on various brooches could be interpreted specifically as greyhounds (Jennbert, 2011; 

Wilson, 1980). As brooches were inherently an item of value, it seems likely that they were 

also used as a way to flaunt one’s social status, and thus the ornamentation would do the 

same. Jennbert discusses this to some extent, reflecting Neiß’s puzzle picture theory with the 

idea that perhaps the animal iconography used in Scandinavian art at the time was a complex 

symbolic language only understood by an elite few, and this any messages conveyed through 

the brooches would have been not only personally meaningful to the wearer, but socially 
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meaningful as an indicator if belonging to an elite class (Jennbert, 2011). Several factors make 

this interpretation seem unlikely, however. The variation in quality between trefoil brooches 

and the numbers in which they are found makes it unlikely that only women with access to 

greyhounds would have worn them, as these dogs were typically owns only by the aristocratic 

classes. In addition, the limited range of motifs and persistence of certain design elements 

across zoomorphic brooch types suggests origin with more deeply held cultural symbolism 

rather than simply a show of wealth, especially as the owners of the most ornate, expensive 

brooches typically seemed to want relatively abstract beast designs, with less overt symbolic 

themes (Maixner, 2005).  

 Communication of social status was certainly one of several messages that could be 

conveyed  through trefoil brooch imagery, as can be seen in the brooch with possible falcon 

imagery discussed below, and brooches with large variations in size and quality. In the case of 

the most symbolic brooch designs, though, artistic symbolism reflecting Viking Age legends 

and beliefs about nature appears to be a stronger influence. Religion is often the source of 

culturally important symbolism, but part from what was written down in Old Norse literature 

several hundred years later, little is known about religion during the Viking Age use outside 

of what can be found archaeologically. However, several specific animals seem to have been 

particularly important to the Viking Age worldview primarily horses, dogs, wolves, serpents, 

goats, lions, as  well as ravens and other birds (Bintley & Williams, 2015; Jennbert, 2011). In 

Old Norse writing, particularly Eddic poetry, it is clear that certain animals were more highly 

valued than others. This can be determined both by the frequency with which certain species 

are mentioned, the frequency of individual animals with personal names (such as the 

underworld guarding dog Garm), and by the presence of animals with real world features 

transferred into mythological beings (such as Odin’s eight legged horse Slepnir, the Midgard 

Serpent, or Thor’s regenerating goats Tanngrisnir and Tanngniost). The connection between 

the importance of animals in Old Norse poetry and stories, and their presence in Viking Age 

Scandinavia, is perhaps highlighted best by the animals which do not make an appearance in 

texts, such as sheep (Jennbert, 2011). It is clear that certain animals took on certain meaning 
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and others mattered less, at least in terms of symbolism. The archaeological record has a 

clear disconnect between the animals that actually existed in Scandinavia at the time and those 

which are mentioned in animal heavy texts such as Snorri’s Edda. 

 It is also important to view the meanings of various animals in light if the actual style 

of art that appears on the brooches, and on other Viking Age artefacts. If the presence of 

certain animals is thought to have a symbolic meaning, then the distinctive knot-work and 

disjointed, abstract bodies and heads must also contribute to this meaning. In much of Viking 

Age animal art the beasts are made up of various body parts of animals both real and 

mythological. Even if all the parts appear to be from the same animal, they are arranged in a 

fluid, abstract way that does not reflect any sort of natural physical morphology (Maixner, 

2005; Wilson, 1980; Jannson, 1985). This may relate to the idea of transformation between 

different forms that is commonly found in Old Norse stories. The Gylfaggining, which makes 

up the first section of Snorri’s Edda, mentions several such transformations, including the giant 

Ymir who was born from the cow Audhumla. Throughout Old Norse text, various creatures 

having shape-shifting capabilities, such as the god Loki, the ability to physically regenerate, such 

as Thor’s previously mentioned goats, or the ability to move through different worlds or 

planes of existence like Slepnir (Bintley & Williams, 2015; Jennbert, 2011).   

 

3.3 The Special Place of Snakes 

 

 Although trefoil brooch designs contain no obvious examples of serpents represented 

in their entirity, the looped bodies of the most common zoomorphic brooches and snake-like 

knot-work retained on nearly all trefoil designs, the influence of snakes on trefoil brooch 

iconography seems apparent. Snakes were a common theme in art and poetry throughout the 

pre-Christian Viking Age, and continued to be a frequent motif  even after Christianity became 

widespread often integrated into Christian imagery in the form of representations of the 

serpent tempting Adam and Eve, or as part of the elaborate carvings on stave churches 

(Bintley & Williams, 2015; Jennbert, 2011; Maixner, 2005).  
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 Snakes held a unique place in the viking imagination, for many reasons related to their 

physical characteristics. Their stealth, gliding movements, ability to eat prey whole, and regular  

 

shedding of skin gave snakes a reputation as shapeshifters, and gods including Loki and Odin 

where thought to have transformed into snakes to achieve various goals, the latter taking 

snake form to reach and drink the mead that would make him a talented poet (Bintley & 

Williams, 2015).  

Fig. 4 - Styles of gripping beast motif trefoil brooches with clear mutual 
influence (own work). Typology of known gripping beast trefoil styles (from 
Maixner, 2005).  
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 Snakes could also take the form of dragons, living underground where they were both 

feared and respected as the protectors of treasure hoards. Legendary snakes abounded in the 

pre-Christian worldview, most famously Jormungandr, who coiled around the human realm 

of Midgard, holding the world together, yet aided in the defeat of Thor at Ragnarok. 

Depictions of ringed snakes are often thought to represent Jormugandr, who is often depicted 

as an oroborus (Davidson, 1990; Haywood, 1995).  

   

3.4 Animals in the Anglo-Saxon and Viking Minds 

 

 Viking age animal art has been compared to Skaldic kennings in that there may be 

specific, repeating symbolism that, if given the proper context, can be read as a metaphor or 

story. Unlike Skaldic poetry, however, modern researchers have made few attempts to define 

specific symbolism in animal art, especially on the scale of trefoil brooches. Carvings that have 

been symbolically analysed, such as picture stones and certain weapons with much more 

complicated artwork than brooches, typically seem to depict scenes and characters from the 

sagas, although those conclusions are not always straightforward.  

 Before discussing specific brooches in an art historical context, it may be useful to 

consider the larger scale relationship between animals and humans in the Viking Age world. 

To modern humans, the categories of human, animal, and other life forms is essentially 

concrete. Shapeshifters and chimeras may exist in our collective imagination, but the majority 

of modern civilisations believe them to be purely fantastic. In pre-Christian Scandinavia, as in 

many pagan cultures around the world, these distinctions are not nearly as clear cut; Old 

Norse writing is full of stories of transformations and hybrids between humans, animals, and 

those from other worlds. 

 As outlined earlier in this chapter, the Norwegian archaeological  record shows a long 

history of significant cultural, material and ritualistic links between humans and both wild and 

domestic animals. Although few exotic animals appear, artistic motifs, traditions of sacrifice 

and burial, and literary devices exist in regard to nearly every animal with which a member of 
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the Early Medieval Scandinavian population would have been aware. A symbiotic relationship 

seems to have existed between humans and the wider concept of nature, particularly in 

Northern Scandinavia, making wild animals a particularly popular motif, although domestic 

animals such as horses also feature widely. These deeply held beliefs about animals may have 

been a key factor in the increased popularity of zoomorphic brooch designs in Norway, and 

relative scarcity in Britain and Southern Scandinavia (Bintley & Williams, 2015; Davidson, 1990; 

Haywood, 1995).  

 In the British Isles, the Vikings came into contact with several populations and artistic 

exchange probably happened between Vikings, Celts, Anglo-Saxons, and other local 

populations in various diverse ways. Trefoil brooches first seem to have become popular in 

Britain as goods brought with immigrants from Scandinavia, although the style may have been 

present there during Roman occupation and possibly other times in history. Like in Denmark, 

the vast majority of British trefoil brooches display foliate and geometric iconography. This 

may have been simply a function of a smaller number of immigrants with Norwegian roots 

than arrivals from Denmark, but the truth is likely more complicated. One influencing factor 

may have been the relative scarcity of animals in the existing archaeological record in the 

Anglo-Saxon world, and the corresponding differences in the ways animals were portrayed 

between the two cultures (Bintley & Williams, 2015; Kershaw, 2013).  

 The obsession with animals in Viking Age Scandinavian art likely stems from the long 

preexisting history of animal representation covering a variety of species and contexts that 

appears to have existed throughout Scandinavia for thousands of years. In Anglo-Saxon art, a 

very different approach is taken to depicting animals. From the fifth century, Anglo-Saxon 

artists began depicting limited numbers of animals on metalwork and other materials. Unlike 

Scandinavia, where a wide variety of animals was represented, Anglo-Saxon animal styles 

depicted animals primarily as a food source, or as an accessory to the noble pursuit of hunting. 

Boars, stags, and other game animals appear, as do horses, dogs, and other animal used as 

tools for hunting. This indicates a divide between the Anglo-Saxons and the Early Medieval 

Norwegians in the way they viewed the relationship of humans to the rest of the world. This 
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may be an indication of why the trend of Northern Scandinavian zoomorphic brooch designs 

did not take told in Anglo-Saxon England, where people instead favoured the most basic foliate 

Danish designs (Bintley & Williams, 2015; Maixner, 2005; Kershaw, 2013).  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 - ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF LARGE SCALE TRENDS 
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  4.1 Style, Distribution, and Production  

 

 Even a cursory look at trefoil brooch assemblages reveal a remarkable level of 

consistency in both structure and ornamentation of a few key designs across a wide 

geographic area. At the same time, certain brooch types appear less frequently but in very 

different locations, and others seem to be geographically isolated or even unique designs with 

just one known example. Some brooches appear to have been directly influenced by one or 

more existing designs, either as slightly modified copies or as new styles references 

ornamental elements of other styles. This suggests that there were various ways in which 

trefoil brooches were produced and distributed, with multiple production practices existing 

simultaneously, or production evolving over time (Fuglesang, 1982; Maixner, 2005).  

 In many ways, the most consistently similar brooch types appear to have been mass 

produced. Even with early Medieval casting technology, this would not have been particularly 

difficult. Existing brooches could be used as models for new moulds, or even pressed into 

wax to instantly make a mould, which may have sometimes been altered if details did not 

transfer into the wax entirely. Evidence of  this, as well as mold reuse, has been documented 

in the case of oval brooches, in which degradation of certain styles can be tracked over time 

as detail was lost through multiple cycles of one or both of these production methods. Since 

oval brooches were made as a set, it is often obvious that one brooch is much more finely 

detailed than the other, or fine details differ slightly due to the mold being retouched before 

the second brooch was cast. This is a clear sign that the same mold was often used for both 

halves of the pair, and evidence that this practice was probably employed in trefoil brooch 

production. Even without significant skill in designing gripping beast art, metallurgists would 

have been able to make replicas of designs with just one original brooch (Fuglesang 

1982/1995;Jannson, 1981/1985).  

 One zoomorphic brooch type, assigned Type Z 1.5 by Maixner, appears in much 

higher numbers than any other across a wide geographic area. The reasons for this are 
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unknown, but several interesting trends can be observed. Despite being widespread, the 

group shows little variation from brooch to brooch. Most are a uniform size and show only 

small changes in decoration unless a complete redesign is carried out. If the brooch of a 

popular style was copied over and over in many different workshops, it seems that design 

degradation would be present, as copies were made of other brooches that were already 

copies. This has been observed in the case of oval brooches, which are produced using similar 

methods (Jannson, 1981/1985). Low quality copies of Type Z 1.5 do exist, but the majority of 

examples display a similar level of detail. This may be an indication that most examples of 

Type Z 1.5 came from a single source, perhaps a major trading center with large metallurgy 

workshops. As discussed below, several styles directly related to Type Z 1.5 have been found, 

but these were clearly unique designs with their own original versions, despite having Type Z 

1.5 as a likely inspirational source. 

 Given the easily reproducible nature of trefoil brooches using lost-wax casting, the 

availability of inexpensive lead and copper allows with which to make them, and their obvious 

popularity, it seems likely that some system of mass production was in place at the time that 

the brooches were popular. To consider this, it is necessary to return to brooch type Z 1.5, 

introduced above In contrast to the plant-motif brooches more common in Denmark and 

Britain this brooch style is found most commonly in Norway. It is distinctly Scandinavian in 

design; each foil contains a Borre style gripping beast motif, with the triangular, large-eyed 

faces pointing toward the outer edge of the brooch, radiating from a sub-triangular central 

hub. A serpent like body, coiled into a circle, takes up the majority of the surface of each foil, 

with a pointed tail ending at the tip of the foil. Although variations exist, typically the body is 

decorated with a pattern of parallel lines inside a thin border. The beasts often have four well 

defined limbs, distinct from the body due relatively minimal or absent decoration. The two 

front limbs and one on the back grip the edge of the frame, while the other limb grips the 

body. Usually this limb originates from the brooch edge, rather than the body of the beast, 

and forms a right angle with the other back limb, passing behind the vertical central section 

of the body loop. The brooch is usually framed with a decorative border similar to the pattern 
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within the body. The forelimbs of the creature are each bisected by a tongue shaped lobe, 

originating from the frame and pointing at an angle toward the face. This lobe does not appear 

to correlate to any body part, and may exist simply for visual balance between the complex 

looping body and the relatively simple head. Maixner subdivides Type Z 1.5 into eight sub-

categories (groups a-h). These distinctions are made primarily on slight variations in design, 

as well as on brooch shape but all follow this basic pattern (Maixner, 2005).  

 This group of brooches is of particular interest both because they are very common, 

and because although all examples are remarkably similar, enough variation exists to suggest 

that they were not all based on the same model. Their vast geographic distribution further 

supports this. In Maixner’s catalog 30 brooches of this type are listed from Norway, with 4 

examples originating from each Buskerud, Hedmark, Hordaland, and Sogn og Fjordane, 2 

examples from Sør-Trondelag, Nord-Trondelag, and Rogaland, and one example each from 

Vestfold, Oppland, Oslo, and Telemark. Thirteen type Z 1.5 brooches are listed from Sweden, 

3 from Småland, 2 from each Öland, Skåne, and Uppland, and one from each Dalsland, 

Gotland, and Vastmanland. Like with most type Z brooches, relatively few brooches of this 

style have been recovered from Denmark; 2 from Hjørring Amt, and one from each Ålborg 

Amt, Bjornholms Amt, and Ringkøbing.  

 Outside of Scandinavia, only a few examples of Type Z 1.5 have been recovered. Five 

have been found in Iceland all in different locations, one with no known provenance and one 

each Norðurárdalshreppur, Prestholahreppur, Breiðdalshreppur, and Biskupstungnahreppur. 

fTwo were found in Schleswig-Holstein, Germany, one in Gnezdovo, Russia, and one in the 

northern Åland Islands. Two brooches of this type are known from the British Isles (British 

Museum; Maixner, 2005).  

 To consider the full archaeological context of an object, distribution must be 

considered as it relates to loss of the object, as well. Trefoil brooches appear in gravesites 

regularly and they seem to have been an important part of female burial rites in the Viking 

Age, although perhaps not as critical as oval brooches. Many more trefoil brooches, however, 

have been recovered by metal detectors scattered across the landscape, so the distribution 
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of finds is especially broad, but our context is otherwise limited (Maixner, 2005; Kershaw, 

2013). However, the recovery of lost, rather than intentionally buried finds is a helpful 

contrast to our knowledge of burial rituals, as often materials were used differently by the 

living than they were presumed to be by the dead, so brooch use in burial may not necessarily 

reflect everyday life.  

 

5.2 - The Influence of Carolingian Sword Belt Mounts   

 

 The idea that trefoil brooches were modelled after Carolingian sword belt mounts is 

a widely accepted one, and significant evidence exists to suggest it is at least part of the reason 

the brooches rose in popularity rapidly during the ninth century (Graham-Campbell, 1980; 

Kershaw, 2013).  Many of the brooches with foliate and geometric designs, particularly those 

from Denmark where the Carolingian army came into contact with Nordic populations for 

the first time. Belt mounts used as brooches, and brooches with nearly identical imagery to 

that found on the mounts have been found in both Denmark and Norway (Maixner, 2005). It 

is certainly possible, then, that zoomorphic trefoil brooches from Norway were a variation 

on these designs, and that sword belt mounts were the sole influence for trefoil brooches. A 

lack of evidence for any other source, however, does not prove that trefoil brooches all 

originated in one place, and there are significant questions that must be answered if 

Carolingian belt mounts are to be accepted as the precursor to all trefoil designs. Namely, if 

all trefoil brooches originated from the same source, what caused the stylistic rift between 

Northern and Southern Scandinavia? If Denmark is the ultimate source for trefoil brooches, 

the earliest zoomorphic designs must have been created there, as well, or else developed 

from examples of classic Danish designs which were imported to Norway. Although either of 

these is a possibility the first fails to explain why the smaller, simpler foliate brooches so 

popular in Denmark did not find a large audience further north while zoomorphic designs 

became widely used and copied. The second possibility, conversely, does not adequately 

address why, while most of the known brooch designs have clear stylistic elements borrowed 
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from either other brooches or the original brooch mounts, early Norwegian artists seem to 

have quickly and completely revamped trefoil brooch design. Trefoil brooches as a whole 

show less evidence of stylistic evolution than many other types of metalwork, so this would 

be surprising. The issue of religion also comes into play. In much of Europe, trefoils were a 

distinctly Christian symbol by the early Middle Ages. At the time of the Carolingian contact 

with Denmark, both Northern and Southern Scandinavia had encountered Christianity but 

still help largely to their traditional beliefs. Francia was Christian, although the trefoil is 

practical shape for a sword belt mount so the Christian symbolism of these items specifically 

is not certain (Collins, 1995; Maixner, 2005; Jennbert, 2011). Denmark became Christian the 

earliest of the Scandinavian countries, and the people there likely would have been aware of 

the trefoil’s Christian symbolism. While the foliate brooches do not feature any overt 

iconography, Christian or otherwise, and likely relied on the trefoil shape to convey any 

intended message, zoomorphic brooches clearly follow the traditions of pagan Viking art.  

  Trefoil shapes are a common decorative feature in art and architecture from around 

the world, beginning long before the Middle Ages. In Medieval Europe, however, the shape 

became very popular as a metaphor for the holy trinity, and was commonly used in both 

religious and secular art (Collins, 1995; Richardson, 1993) . Although Norway in the early 

Medeival period was certainly on the European frontier, by the early ninth century the region 

had regular contact and trade with other areas, many of which likely used trefoil designs for 

various objects. Therefore, although no direct evidence exists, it cannot be ruled out that 

trefoil brooches were present in Norway before the introduction of belt mount inspired 

pieces in Denmark. 
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5.4 - Motif Significance Through Time 

 

 Archaeology and art history are often asked to determine “meaning” of a specific 

object. Although cultural context and the object’s relationship to what is known about the 

culture in question certainly aid in this, it is impossible to view the true meaning of an object 

without making assumptions based on our modern worldview. Thus, meaning can only be 

inferred by viewing the choices that were made in design, construction, and use of the object.  

 Trefoil brooches were in widespread use for at least 200 years across a large 

geographic area; function and symbolism likely did not remain static (Maixner, 2005; Kershaw, 

2013). Although the lack of helpful dating, as usual, makes researching the exact evolution of 

these difficult, there are several possibilities that can be determined from comparing brooch 

styles across time and space. As discussed above, Type Z 1.5 represents by far the most 

common type of zoomorphic trefoil brooch. Along with containing imagery that is almost 

identical across all examples, this brooch type is remarkably uniform in size and shape, and 

shows a clear image of a Borre beast with a round, snake-like ribbon body, gripping both its 

own torso and the edge of the brooch frame. Other less common brooch types resemble 

this design, such as Type Z 5.2, in which the animal is depicted in a somewhat less abstract 

style, the head has not been integrated into the knot-work at all, and the body is bent into a 

U shape, instead of fully knotted. The legs, which grip the body and brooch frame in a similar 

arrangement to Type Z 1.5, appear to be attached to the body in relatively realistic places. 

Type Z 1.2 and Type Z 1.3 also reflect these conventions, with round, ribbon bodied beasts, 

triangular heads at the center of the brooch, back legs knotted through the body with at least 

one gripping the torso, and front legs gripping the frame. Within each brooch type, especially 

Type Z 1.5, it is clear that individual brooches are copied from each other, or were even 

made in the same mold, as the dimensions and layout are identical, the main variation being 

slight differences in construction quality. The related brooches, however, show exactly the 

same motifs but in distinct styles. They all appear in smaller quantities than Type Z 1.5, and 

are confined to relatively small geographic areas. This seems to suggest two possibilities; 
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either artists across the Viking world were aware of a specific, symbolic visual language from 

which they constructed specific brooch designs, or widespread designs such as Type Z 1.5 

were adapted to local tastes, or to the specific style of local artists. Although transfer of 

specific imagery through non-visual means has parallels elsewhere in history, such as heraldry 

terminology used in Europe later in the Middle Ages, no evidence in runic writing or elsewhere 

suggests that this was the case in Viking Age Norway (Collins, 1995; Maixner, 2005; Neiß, 

2013). Given the lack of dateable brooches, it cannot be determined at this time which style 

came first, but the ubiquity of Type Z 1.5 proves its popularity and it's relatively basic, 

consistent, visually readable imagery suggest that the imagery resonated with a large number 

of individuals, and that the specifics of the beast design were meant to be understood. The 

body closely resembles a serpent and forms a distinct ring; parallels can certainly be drawn 

between this arrangement and depictions of the Midgard Serpent other jewellery.  

 It seems possible then, that zoomorphic brooch designs originated with these highly 

symbolic, classically Borre style designs, a few styles of which were distributed heavily 

throughout Norway, and in significant numbers elsewhere in Scandinavia and Britain (Maixner, 

2005; Neiss, 2009). The symbolic significance and familiarity of these designs meant that even 

as artists began to reinterpret these brooch designs, many standard stylistic motifs were kept. 

In some brooch types, the design contains only small fragments of gripping beast features, but 

is still clearly influenced by the gripping beast brooches at some point in the design process. 

A good example of this is brooch Type P 5.3,  found in small numbers in southenr Sweden 

and Norway as well as Denmark. Assigning the brooch to the Type P category, Maixner must 

have seen little zoomorphic influence in the design. Indeed, the brooch is more similar to 

Type P 5.2, an almost identical foliate design. Type P 5.3 brooches are decorated primarily 

with a pattern of bound plant material, but at the end of each foil a thin, poorly defined animal 

head can be identified by the elongate eyes and general triangular shape. Although the 

influence from the original beast head design can certainly be seen, it is so abstracted in this 

brooch style and others like it as to appear more decorative than symbolic. At least, it seems, 

wearers of combined and abstract brooch styles had a different goal in mind when choosing 
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their jewellery piece than those who chose an overt representation of a pre-Christian 

Scandinavian worldview. 
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5 - ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL BROOCH DESIGN 

 

 5.i - Notes on Scale 

 

 Comparing brooch types on a large scale can be useful in determining production 

practices, possible stylistic influences, and other significant trends. It must be remembered, 

however, that although trefoil brooches are often very similar in design, that each brooch still 

represents a single chaîne opératoire, existing both as as part of the larger cultural setting in 

which they were made and worn, and as individual objects each with a unique history of 

production, wear, and deposition. When writing about trefoil brooches specifically, this 

becomes particularly important to remember. Although many designs appear on large 

numbers, there are many motifs that are unique to only a few brooches, or even a single 

piece. Even in the cases of “mass produced” brooches, a single mold could not be used many 

times, and copies were likely made using different techniques and in different workshops. 

Although much of the information about the history of a single brooch is of course impossible 

to determine, a close analysis of the imagery on a few key brooches may reveal things that 

larger scale study cannot. For this reason, several brooches have been selected which will be 

discussed below. Although a detailed analysis of any trefoil brooch may prove useful, examples 

were selected which are uniquely revealing in some way, containing obvious signs of specific 

design influence, motifs not commonly seen on trefoil brooches, or that reveal something 

about the social class of the likely wearer, or the symbolism of the design. 

 

 5.1 - Birds as Borre Beasts 

 

 Of the creatures represented on zoomorphic trefoil brooches, birds are one of the 

few that have been identified with confidence (Maixner, 2005; Jennbert, 2011). However, bird 

motifs make up a very small minority of the known decorative styles, despite being a popular 

theme for other brooch types. One Borre style brooch with a gripping bird, its head in side 
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view, is a rare exception. Three brooches have been found that are consistent with this type, 

Maixner’s brooch Type F 3.2 is one of these rare styles, with around 4 known examples. Much 

like the Borre style brooches depicting mammals, each foil contains a bird body, with twisting 

wings and legs and elongated body in the classic gripping beast style. Unlike many mammal 

brooches, each foil is internally symmetrical. The bird head, depicted in side view, follows the 

curve of the end of each foil, and is mirrored by what may be the end of the tail to maintain 

symmetry. The bird’s body is bisected by a ribbon cutting under it’s wings and across its waist, 

while the legs are elongated and loop through the triangular central hub and back to cross 

over themselves. The reason for categorising this brooch style as Type F, a category for trefoil 

brooches with mixed zoomorphic and foliate/geometric design, is unclear. The internal 

symmetry of each foil, and the sharp, somewhat leaf like angles of the body, do parallel some 

of the foliate designs, and it is possible that the design was inspired by brooch such as Type F 

2.2. However, the defining overall feature of Type F brooches is abstraction of the 

zoomorphic elements, and use of multiple styles of brooch layout and imagery simultaneously. 

Type F 3.2, although depicting a different animal than is typically seen on Borre style gripping 

beast brooches, uses the same conventions, including serpent-like lines on the wider parts of 

the bird body and elongate limbs that anchor the creature to the frame of the brooch. Apart 

from the border and central triangle that appear on the majority of Borre style brooches, 

every part of the design is part of the animal. Although this brooch type is certainly distinct 

from most Borre beast brooches in its lack of the classic triangular headed beast symbol, the 

general design choices made were very similar to those for brooches like Z. 2.4. Obviously 

typological classifications are to come extent subjective, and reassigning brooch types is not 

the goal of this thesis. Examples like Type F 3.2, however remind us that broad categorisations 

only show part of the story when it comes to the artistic choices made when designing an 

individual object. While typology is very helpful in the study of more common brooch types, 

rare examples like Type F 3.2, which are often adaptations of these common styles are better 

served through individual study. While most brooches assigned to Type F combine specific 

motifs and carving styles from both zoomorphic and foliate brooches to create imagery that 
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is both more complex and more abstract than the styles from which inspiration is drawn, 

Type F 3.2 combines general stylistic elements from both brooch types to create a unique but 

comparably basic and still fully zoomorphic design. This can also be seen in brooch Type F 

4.5, another style with a single example, which will be discussed later in this paper.  

 Although the design can clearly be identified as a bird, the exact species is not 

immediately clear. The head shape, large talons, and beak shape suggest that this is a raven or 

bird of prey. As these types of birds are both very common in other types of Viking art, 

conventions have been established regarding beak shape to identify them from each other 

(Bintley & Williams, 2015; Jennbert, 2011). Inferring mostly from objects on which there are 

clearly both ravens and raptors present, it is typically assumed that both birds are shown with 

curved beaks, but that ravens beaks much less dramatically so. On this brooch, the beak does 

not end in a dramatic curve, suggesting that it is a raven. However, the arrangement at the 

end of the foil means the beak shape is defined by the edge of the brooch, making it difficult 

to be certain.  

 Whether this bird was intended to be a raven or a hawk would mean very different 

things about the likely symbolism of the imagery on this brooch. Ravens were a powerful 

symbol in the Viking Age, invoking Odin’s Huginn and Muninn. They appear in almost every 

skaldic poem about war, in elaborate kennings associating them both with death and decay, 

but also depicting them as shapeshifting Valkeries arriving on the battlefield to gather the dead 

bound for Valhalla (Davidson, 1990). Ravens, despite their grim connotations, were viewed in 

a positive light in Viking Age Scandinavia, as battle, and especially death on the battlefield, were 

revered. Although the exact reason for a Viking Age woman wearing a raven brooch may not 

be determinable, the symbolism would have been clear to the creator, the owner, and to 

anyone viewing the brooch and its wearer. Ravens are a common feature on other types of 

jewellery, especially oval brooches, which were worn throughout the Viking Age, and open 

work brooches dating to later in the period (Bintley & Williams, 2015; Jennbert, 2011). The 

near lack of bird motifs on trefoil brooches is therefore somewhat remarkable. Thus, 
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exceptions like this one are notable, and may give insight into the motivations of the artist, as 

well as the cultural function of trefoil brooches as a whole.  

 As the bird on brooch Type F 3.2 cannot be definitively said to be a raven, other 

possibilities should be considered. Falcons and other birds of prey also feature regularly as a 

theme of other types of Viking Age jewellery, such as the small bird shaped brooches found 

in Sweden, which were likely developed in the sixth century, which Kristina Jennbert defines 

as falcons, suggesting that they would have been worn by female falconers, a practice which 

takes extreme dedication and would have been available only for elite members of society. 

Although these brooches  were likely out of fashion by the time Type F 3.2 was produced, 

there is strong evidence for falcon husbandry in certain parts of Scandinavia throughout the 

Viking Age. Thus, it is very possible that female falconers in the era of trefoil brooch 

production would have chosen designs that communicated a similar message (Jennbert, 

2011/2013).  

 Whether the artist intended to depict a falcon or a raven has significant implications 

for the possible cultural role of this particular trefoil design. While both were highly symbolic 

to Scandinavian populations, ravens were wild scavengers associated with death, mythology, 

and magic. Falcons and hawks on the other hand were stealthy hunters tamed and trained by 

their handlers and an icon of the social elite, the depiction of which would have conveyed a 

message of wealth, personal skill at a difficult pastime, and noble birth (Bintley & Williams, 

2016; Jennbert,, 2011) 
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5.2 - Matching Designs, Different Status 

 

 Although trefoil brooches were regularly copied and made in a range of qualities, it is 

rare that two brooches with the same design have been found representing two very different 

levels of production quality. Typically, the highest quality brooches, which are usually also the 

largest, contain complex, finely detailed knot-work designs that would have been both beyond 

the skill of most craftspeople and difficult to replicate on a smaller, less expensive piece of 

bronze. Two trefoil brooches from Norway, both in the collection of the Kultural Historisk 

Museet in Oslo,  and one from Denmark are exceptions to this rule. The largest of the two 

Fig. 5 - Two bird brooches, on the left is Type F 3.2 
discussed here. The brooch on the right, another 
uncommon design, shows similar stylistic themes, with 
elements of gripping beast symbols in the form of what 
is likely a bird.  
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brooches, defined as Type Z 2.4 by Maixner, was found in Lom, Oppland. The other 

Norwegian brooch was recovered in Hole, Buskerud about 350 kilometers to the southeast 

of Lom, and the Danish brooch was found in Goldager Sogn near on the southwestern coast, 

meaning that although few examples exist this brooch design was distributed fairly widely. 

The brooches depict the exact same image layout, an animal with a stylised triangular head, 

which points out of the end of the foil and appears to be biting the frame. The curled ears 

swoop backward to knot through the body ribbon, which emerges from the neck and is 

arranged in two side by side loops with one loop ending in a curved tail. Two bent frog-like 

legs point toward the triangular center of the brooch, ending in curved flipper like feet, which 

in contrast to most gripping beast designs do not grab the edge of the frame. The design 

reflects conventions of many Borre style animal motifs, with triangular beast heads, a twisting 

ribbon body, and limbs bent at right angles. It is somewhat more abstracted than similar 

brooches though, with the animal body less distinctly defined suggesting that it is perhaps a 

later update of the earliest gripping beast brooches (Maixner, 2005).  

 The Lom brooch is very large, measuring almost 7 cm in diameter. It is constructed 

of high quality bronze, and although no evidence of gilding remains, the brooch is in extremely 

good condition. The size, weight, and finely carved details of the brooch immediately set it 

apart as an object of high value in comparison to most recovered trefoil brooches. Many of 

the most finely constructed trefoil brooches contain rare or even unique designs, possibly 

suggesting that wealthy women were able to commission brooches to their exact 

specifications, either to communicate some specific message or simply to set them apart from 

the many matching brooches that would have existed. Although the design may be somewhat 

standard, the quality of carving is outstanding. While most similar brooches have a simple 

ribbon or pattern of parallel lines to define the border, this brooch has a pattern of small 

repeating rectangles. The beasts body has been decorated with dots in the wider areas of the 

loops, and the legs and ears are Striped with small, evenly spaced cuts. The ends of curved 

elements are all very precise, and symmetry is maintained both within each foil and across the 

whole design. This brooch was obvious made by a skilled artist, and was likely a prized 
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possesion of the owner. Few other brooches of this quality and with this state of preservation 

have been found anywhere in Scandinavia (Maixner, 2005).  

 The layout of the animal body and corresponding decorative elements on the Lom 

brooch are an exact parallel to the brooch found in Hole. The Danish brooch is  also identical 

apart from the addition of three beast heads at the junction of the foils, pointing into the 

center of the brooch. In contrast to the Lom brooch, the other two brooches represent a 

very different level of quality in both materials and construction.  Both brooches are both 

smaller and thinner than the Lom example, and the lower preservation quality suggests that 

lower quality materials were used. On the brooch from Hole, the small size means that 

little negative space could be left around the curve of the animal’s body, rendering it somewhat 

angular and squeezed in order to fit in the available space. The body and limbs were carved 

with a similar pattern, but while the Lom brooch has carefully carved circles of different sizes 

decorating the main body coils, the body of the Hole brooch beast appears much more similar 

to that of other low-medium quality brooch designs, with a pattern of small, slightly uneven 

rectangles on the torso. The curves of the ears and legs are again, not as carefully laid out as 

those on the Lom brooch, but they follow the same design. In place of the rectangle border, 

the Hole brooch has a more typical ribbon border with evidence of a pattern of small parallel 

lines around the edge. The triangular central piece on both brooches features a thin line 
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border and a triskele motif at the center. On the Lom brooch, this symbol is well defined and 

symmetrical while on the Hole brooch, it appears to have been quickly carved with a single 

line, and is slightly less than symmetrical.  

 When comparing the brooches side by side, it becomes clear that these brooches 

were intended to convey the exact same visual message. In this way, the Lom brooch may be 

regarded as containing the idealized version of many trefoil brooch design conventions, as it 

is one of few brooches on which the artist was able to carefully define things like the circular 

torso pattern, the rectangular border, and other things which the makers of more widely 

Fig. 6 - High quality and low quality versions of 
the same brooch design 
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available brooches were likely trying to visually represent, but could not because of limited 

skill, lack of quality materials, or the desire to produce many brooches quickly rather than a 

few of higher quality.  

 This practice of producing low quality copies of high status items lies in contrast to 

the idea of mass production seen with other brooch types. However, metalworking traditions 

likely varied across time and space, so this example of crude brooch copying might just be a 

sign that there was likely no one single method of stylistic  and physical distribution of such a 

widely popular type of artefact.  

 

 5.3 - A Single Human Motif? 

 

 As discussed throughout this paper, zoomorphic trefoil brooches typically depict what 

is likely wild mammals, with features of snakes and foliate decoration, and occasionally birds 

and other types of wild animals. Clear representations of either domestic animals or humans 

is absent, apart from one example, brooch Type F 4.5, the one known version of which was 

found in Oppland, Norway.  

 The shape of the brooch is somewhat unusual, with foils that narrow near the center 

of the brooch, giving the impression of a clover shape. The brooch has a border of two parallel 

lines, and features a motif that appears to be a knot-work human face, depicted in a similar 

style to the Borre gripping beasts (Neiß, 2013). Each foil contains one face which takes up the 

majority of the lobe. The face is somewhat triangular, with the chin pointed toward the center 

of the brooch and the hair forming three  short sets of strands which grip the frame of the 

brooch in place of the paws of a standard beast. The ends of the triangular central design 

become two double lined ribbons, which wrap around the back of the chin, around the cheeks, 

and into the gaping mouth. Above the mouth are two large, round eyes with clearly defined 

eyeballs and a teardrop shaped nose, giving the face an overall very human look.  

 If this design does indeed represent a human, it is the only known example of such a 

brooch among Viking Age Scandinavian finds, apart from one circle brooch that Michael Neiß 
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has proposed was inspired by a trefoil brooch. No clue exists as to the identity of the human 

depicted, or whether it represented a general archetype, but the use of Borre style knot-

work and elements of gripping beast style suggest the face was meant to be viewed as 

somehow related to the beasts that usually took it’s  

place. As mentioned elsewhere in this paper, belief in transformations and shapeshifting was 

likely common among pre-Christian Scandinavians, with some gods, animals, objects and even 

humans thought to be able to transform into animals (Bintley & Williams; Davidson, 1990; 

Jennbert, 2011). 

 Parallels to the face depicted on this brooch type can be found on other types of 

Viking Age art; some examples are given below.  The top left image is one foil of the trefoil 

brooch in question, showing the human head motif. On the top left is a brooch produced ca. 

600 AD in Hedemark, Norway. The image on bottom left shows a runestune carving in 

Denmark, with very similar tendrils emerging from the mouth. The bottom right shows a 

casket panel from Germany with likely Norwegian origins (Smith, 1999). Human heads are a 

regular feature in Viking Age art, and the inclusion of one on a trefoil brooch when this was 

so clearly not a standard motif for the medium suggests either an intentional choice to change 

the meaning of a brooch for one individual, or a regional variation on style following a specific 

local tradition. 
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Some examples of head motifs in Early Medieval Scandinavian Art, showing 
similarities to the “head” motif trefoil design. (top left - own work; others - Smith, 

1999) 
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5.4 Top View Beasts 

 

 Across the known examples of zoomorphic trefoil brooches, the vast majority show 

the animal head in front view, peering straight out toward the viewer. One design, a relatively 

popular style assigned by Maixner to Type Z 4.2, is distinct from these other brooches for 

two reasons. The beast appears to be the same species as the mammal most commonly seen 

on trefoil brooches, but as viewed from the top, with the elongate snout pointing toward the 

center of the brooch and the legs splayed out to the sides, with the back two legs gripping 

the front. In addition to the unusual perspective both for trefoil brooches and for Borre style 

art as a whole, this brooch type is unusual in that all but two of the brooches are constructed 

as two parts, with the three beasts cast separately from the brooch body and border 

decoration, and then affixed to the brooch later.  

 Although little can be said about the reason for this choice, the brooch is found over 

a wide area, so a local production technique seems unlikely. Perhaps both the perspective and 

construction of the brooch link it to some other type of artefact from which the designer 

drew inspiration.  

 

 

 5.5 - Design Evolution in British Zoomorphic Brooches 

 

 One Borre style zoomorphic brooch found by metal detector in Wyre Forest, 

Worcestershire, England reveals an interesting adaptation of an uncommon style, with 4 

known examples, two from Akershus and Vestfold in Eastern Norway, and two from Uppland, 

Sweden (Maixner, 2005). Another example, found in a Viking Age settlement in Russia, is 

listed in Maixner’s catalogue as being in this group but no visual record of the brooch exists, 

so it’s exact design cannot be determined and thus it cannot be included in this analysis. In 

the British Museum catalogue, the brooch is assigned generally to Maixner’s Type F, the 

category for brooches with mixed zoomorphic and foliate styles. However, the exact 
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arrangement of animal motifs appears in the brooches categorised as Type Z 1.2, comprising 

the five examples listed above. The design is a Borre style griping beast motif; with the unusual 

inclusion of six clearly defined triangular animal heads, rather than three. Three of the heads 

radiate out of the center of the brooch, with their noses at the junctions between each foil. 

A ring motif overlies these heads, with the outer edge of the ring just behind the ears. Each 

lobe depicts a beast with a small head on the inner end of the foil, biting the inner ring. The 

head connects to the body by way of two long ears, which integrate with the curricular 

knotted body. The legs of the beast are bent outward and grip the edge of the brooch frame, 

and a curled tail loops over the leg on the viewers left. None of these brooches is an exact  

 

 

Fig. 6 – Examples of design variation between brooch from Britain (right) and Scandinavia 

(left). (own work).  

 

 

copy of any other; the dimensions differ slightly, as does the quality of craftsmanship. The two 

Norwegian brooches are particularly small and relatively poorly carved, Z 1.2 11 from the 

Birka excavations in Uppland in particular was carved roughly, with little negative space left 

likely British origin, the right from Scandinavia (own work).  
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on the small foils to allow the animal’s body to be properly laid out, and the animal heads are 

basic abstract triangles with large, crudely added eyes. On the other end of the spectrum is 

brooch Z 1.2 12, from Berg in Vestfold. The beast body is abstract but understandable, with 

clearly defined physical features and well maintained symmetry between the designs on each 

foil.   

 Although this brooch is missing an entire foil and is therefore not a particularly well 

preserved specimen, it is still very valuable as the remaining design is very well preserved on 

at least one foil. The brooch was assigned to Maixner's Type F group, a diverse group with 

few known examples that comprises many brooches with a mixture of zoomorphic, 

geometric, and plant based imagery.  

 This brooch group reflects several known trends in trefoil brooch design and 

manufacture, including alterations of known designs to reflect local or current styles, and a 

range of quality within brooches of the same design. Interestingly, the brooch found in Britain 

is the only known example of it’s variation. In addition, the pin attachment layout reflects the 

Anglo-Saxon style, rather than the Scandinavian style found on most zoomorphic brooches in 

the British Isles. This suggests that the brooch is a local production, but with direct stylistic 

links to designs found around Scandinavia. This lends support to the theory that while 

zoomorphic brooches did not reach the level of popularity in British populations that they did 

in Scandinavia, local production existed and both copied and innovated on known designs. 

Zoomorphic trefoil brooches, thus, must have been an important element of dress even for 

people living long term in Britain and for those using elements of Anglo-Saxon dress styles, 

rather than simply brought with new immigrants and Scandinavian traders. 
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6 - CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

 Ultimately, without the discovery of a large number of in-situ brooches or other 

context to provide exact dates for production of different trefoil brooch styles, it is difficult 

to make any exact conclusions. However, several general trends can be seen in both the large 

scale movement and evolution of brooches and brooch styles, and the artistic inspirations and 

symbology of individual brooch types which can lead us to a few possible theories, as well as 

challenges to standing assumptions.  

 Viewing the big picture, several things are obvious from both the standing research 

and the analysis carried out for this thesis. Trefoil brooches either first appeared or rose 

dramatically in popularity in the first half of the ninth century, and largely disappear from the 

archaeological record sometime in the 11th century. Within this two hundred year window, 

many different styles were developed. These styles can be categorised by geographic 

distribution and popularity, with a huge range of   variation among both.  

 First, the much higher relative popularity of zoomorphic brooches in Norway and 

foliate brooches in Southern Scandinavia and Britain is well established, and reflected in the 

archaeological record. Within the zoomorphic brooches, there is one brooch style, Type Z 

1.5, which appears with remarkable consistency in both size and design across a wide 

geographic area, and appears to have been mass produced or accurately copied. Type Z 1.5 

brooch imagery appears to be highly symbolic, with a well defined beast, elongated and twisted 

into a circular serpent shape, with two legs gripping the brooch frame, and one at a right 

angle, gripping the beast’s body. Serpents, circles, and wild animals, and physical 

transformations are all known symbolic elements in Viking Age culture. In addition to this 

brooch type, there are dozens of other styles, some of which seem to be direct alterations 

the main style retaining the same symbolic elements, some of which combine zoomorphic 

styles with the geometric plant patterns popular in Denmark, and some of which show 

different animals or different styles of knot-work, and vary in popularity from designs with 

only one known example, to other mass produced styles, though none on the scale of Type 
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Z 1.5. In general, brooches types with multiple obvious sources of artistic inspiration or 

brooches that are entirely unique are of either higher quality or much lower quality than those 

more widely produced, suggesting that popular brooch types were made by larger workshops 

that were able to produce average quality brooches quickly and distribute them by trade, or 

by travelling artisans who had one or two main brooch designs that could be made 

consistently as they travelled from town to town. From these original inspirations, local artists  

with different levels of artistic and metalworking ability likely made their own versions and 

copies of popular brooch types. Skilled metalworkers created original designs on huge, heavy 

brass brooches for elite customers, while low quality designs may have been the work of 

trainee metalsmiths, or crude local copies of elite brooches for customers who could not 

afford the originals and had no access to a source of mass produced styles. As a general rule, 

the common zoomorphic brooch designs, and those with the most internal design 

consistency, are those with more straightforward symbolism contained in the imagery.  

 The highly symbolic nature of many zoomorphic trefoil brooches is obvious, as is some 

of the specific symbolism of transformations, circular serpent motifs, and various predatory 

animals. The easiest symbols to determine, of course, are those with widespread and varied 

meaning throughout Viking Scandinavia, which in turn makes defining the exact way in which 

these symbols were connected to trefoil brooch use are difficult to determine. It seems likely, 

however, that as with the kennings in skaldic poetry and the Scandinavian animal carvings on 

stave church doors, the beasts depicted on zoomorphic trefoils were meant to convey 

multiple meanings, and may have had different significance depending on both who was 

wearing the brooch, the social context, and the relationship between wearer and viewer. In 

the mixed cultures in which Viking Age Scandinavians and Nordic settlers in Early Medieval 

Britain lived, it may have been beneficial for frequently worn items such as brooches to have 

symbolism that was flexible. Wearing a snake motif could, for example, be an overt embrace 

of Scandinavian and/or pagan identity in some settings, a protective symbol in others, or 

especially when included on a Christian symbol like a trefoil, as a metaphor for the serpent in 
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the Garden of Eden, and a way to connect the beliefs of the past to the newly Christian-

dominated world.  

 This role of Christianity in the spread of trefoil brooches may depend on the exact 

nature of their explosion in popularity. It is widely accepted that they were inspired by 

Carolingian baldric mounts, and extensive evidence for this exists, but multiple sources should 

not be ruled out. Although the trefoil was a popularly used design well before the Middle 

Ages, the rise of trefoil brooch use just as Denmark began to be converted may be an 

important clue. If the trefoil is assumed to be a Christian symbol adopted by a culture just 

beginning to adopt the religion, with no other, Northern inspirational source to explain the 

discrepancy in styles between Denmark and Norway, it must be implied that for Norwegians, 

a continuation of pre-Christian design elements in personal objects was important to maintain 

in Norway, in a way that was not the case in Denmark. This is reflected to some extent in 

the range of brooches found in the British Isles. Most trefoil brooches in the British Isles 

reflect the styles found In Denmark, but a growing number of examples have zoomorphic 

designs both from Norway and from local workshops adapting Scandinavian styles. 

 Ultimately, this analysis shows that the function and trade dynamics of zoomorphic 

trefoil brooches was complex, likely with various influences functioning at in different 

segments of society. Therefore, further study is needed in order to exploit their potential as 

a key resource in the study of Viking Age culture.  With an expansion of the techniques 

employed in this and other studies, it seems possible that a further understanding of the exact 

nature of these dynamics can be found, even in the absence of a timeline.  
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